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Labor market analyses show that while California as a whole is thriving,
not all Californians have access to opportunities for a good career
•

CA has the 5th largest economy in the world, is home to more Fortune 500 companies
than any other state, has a globally recognized higher ed system, has $8B+ of
philanthropic funding annually, has a reputation as a pioneer in technical innovation,
and is often at the forefront of global issues (e.g., stricter emission standards than federal)

•

However, CA also has high unemployment (state rank: 30), underemployment (state
rank: 47), and a low labor force participation rate (state rank: 33)

In fact, there are 2 job openings for every unemployed Californian, and African
Americans and Hispanics have disproportionately high unemployment rates compared
to other groups
Challenges
• Regional comparisons also show a stark difference in workforce statistics across the
state, with regions like Chico and Fresno falling behind major metropolitan hubs like the
Bay Area in terms of unemployment rate and workers in high-wage occupations
•

•

Despite a growing number of total jobs, domestic migration is increasing as Californians
move out of state due to many of these challenges

•

As a consequence, there are not many one-size-fits-all solutions to address CA’s
workforce, rather solutions could be tailored to specific populations and circumstances
Comprehensive set of analyses can be found in the CA Workforce Development Fact Pack Appendix

SOURCE: CA Workforce Development Fact Pack January 2019
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In addition to job seekers and workers, other stakeholders in the
workforce ecosystem face several challenges
• CA employers looking to fill occupations in high growth sectors are not able to find workers

with the right skills, this is even the case for employers with high-wage occupations. As an
example, jobs in Healthcare have demonstrated promising wage and employment growth,
however many Healthcare occupations are currently in under-supply

• More than 50% of students and employers agree that new hires are not well prepared to
enter the workforce, indicating the need for tighter workforce ecosystem alignment

– As an example, apprenticeships, a popular work-based learning program, are subscale. Less than 1% of current registered apprenticeship programs in CA are in
Healthcare, the fastest growing sector over the last 5 years

• More CA students are graduating high school “college ready”, though CA institutions are
Challenges
not necessarily able to accommodate them
– Nearly 45% of high school graduates meet requirements for UCs and CSUs, but a

growing number of students (30K+) are turned down by these post-secondary training
institutions due to capacity constraints

• Adult learning is on the rise in CA. Historically, these learners turned to community colleges
for reskilling, however an increasing number are turning to online institutions to fill this gap

• As a consequence, workforce is top of mind for Californians. A recent survey of 1800+

Californians in Dec 2018 shows that Californians rank jobs and improving the economy as
the top priority for the government
Comprehensive set of analyses can be found in the CA Workforce Development Fact Pack Appendix

SOURCE: CA Workforce Development Fact Pack January 2019
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Left unmanaged, these challenges may grow if individuals are not
prepared with the skills required for good jobs in the future of work
•

Automation and digitization can drive productivity and growth but may also
disproportionately impact low- and medium-skill occupations (e.g., food preparation
and accommodation services), often filled by workers who have lower levels of
educational attainment

– As a consequence, automation and digitalization may require learners (adults in

particular) to expand their skillsets to include new social, foundational, and technical
skills

– Further, adults may need to shift occupational categories over their lifetimes
• Independent workers make up 30% of California’s working age population, of which,
Challenges
over half say they use independent work as their primary source of income

– As a consequence, additional support services may be needed to enable this sizable
population of independent workers to access equal opportunities that are available
to traditional workers

• CA’s population is also expected to continue aging with 20% of CA’s population being
65+ by 2030 vs. ~15% of population today

– As a consequence, there may be an increase in Healthcare and other personal

services spending across regions in CA, as well as potential changes to workforce
productivity

Comprehensive set of analyses can be found in the CA Workforce Development Fact Pack Appendix

SOURCE: CA Workforce Development Fact Pack January 2019
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The Governor has a vision to build a skills-based workforce
development system that creates opportunities for all Californians
“Create a new job-training
system that gives people
relevant skills”

“Establish 500,000 earn-and-learn
apprenticeships by 2029”

“ Develop transformation maps for every
cluster, industry and region of our state to
make sure we’re preparing folks for the jobs
that actually exist ”

Develop transition
programs for veterans
entering the workforce”

“Work with the UC, CSU, and community college systems to overlay
industry trends, job availability, and educational data, and then
develop relevant curriculum to meet those workforce and skills
needs”

SOURCE: CA Workforce Development Fact Pack January 2019
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Framework for a skills-based theory of change
1. Build your coalition. Align relevant state agencies and
private sector leaders towards common goals grounded in
the state’s current and future needs current needs
2. Identify hot jobs. Identify what good jobs are available
and growing in each region and what skills are required in
those careers
3. Partner with business to create skilled talent.
Employers understand competency needs, communicate
them to training providers and job seekers, and make
meaningful investments in the development of their current
and future workforce
4. Enable Educators to Teach to Competencies: postsecondary training programs are accessible to all and
prepare participants for success in the job market by indemand foundational and technical skills
5. Empower Coaches to Better Assist Workers and Job Seekers. Coaches are empowered to support seekers with good data
tools and effective professional development
6. Empower Workers and Job Seekers to Transition to Skills-based Labor Markets. Every worker has the information, resources,
and support to thrive in good jobs in the modern economy, regardless of age, employment status, or geography
7. Assess Your Policy Levers. State government uses policy to encourage alignment of trainers and employers, remove
barriers to workforce participation, and make it easier for all workers to build in-demand skills
8. Harness Technology. Leverage the same forces that are disrupting our economy to connect every stakeholder with
accurate, usable data and unlock new opportunities for more workers and job-seekers.
8

A skills-based theory of change focuses on the skills needed to do a
job, regardless of where or when they are obtained
PILLARS OF A SKILLS-BASED LABOR MARKET

DEVELOP A COMMON
CURRENCY OF SKILLS

VALUE ALL
PATHWAYS

SUPPORT LIFELONG
LEARNING

People should be
rewarded based on their
ability to do the work–
their skills

People need multiple
viable pathways into a
career. A four-year
degree isn’t the only path
to success

People need training
throughout their careers
to adapt to trends we
cannot
yet anticipate

CREATING A SKILLS-BASED LABOR MARKET WILL:
Deepen the talent
Increase diversity
pool for employers
in the workplace
Sharpen California’s
competitive edge

Unlock prosperity
for everyone & empower
workers for skill
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To create opportunities for all Californians to thrive in 21st century
careers, we have identified four inter-dependent aspirational goals
Potential aspirational goals
1

2

3

4

ADULT CALIFORNIANS ACCESS THE TRAINING AND COACHING
FOR LIFELONG SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Adult workers and job-seekers access the skills training and
coaching support to address their unique needs in a rapidly
changing economy.
CALIFORNIA EMPLOYERS UNLOCK GOOD JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE WORKERS
California businesses adopt skills-based practices and invest in
work-based learning opportunities that create a strong
pipeline of skilled talent

POST-SECONDARY TRAINING PREPARES CALIFORNIANS FOR
GOOD CAREERS IN A CHANGING ECONOMY
Californians access high quality post-secondary training that
prepares them for placement and success in good paying jobs

DATA AND TECHNOLOGY TOOLS HELP CALIFORNIANS MAKE
GOOD CAREER DECISIONS
Government partners with leading technology and usercentered design firms to help Californians make informed
decisions about what careers to pursue, skills required for
success, and the training program that’s right for them

Cross-cutting focuses

Vision

REGIONAL PARITY

Help all regions take part
in California’s prosperity
(e.g. Fresno (990K) and
Bakersfield (890K))

EQUITY OF
OPPORTUNITY

Unlock opportunity for all
all Californians,
particularly underserved
populations
(e.g., unemployed
African Americans (150K)
and Hispanics (630K))

Create
opportunities
for all
Californians to
access good
jobs and
career paths,
now and in
the future

GOVERNMENT AS
ROLE MODEL
EMPLOYER AND
PURCHASER

State government role
models best practices for
the private sector
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To address these four aspirational goals, we identified 50+ interventions,
prioritizing based on relevance and potential for impact at scale

Could the potential intervention address California
challenges and/or build on unique assets?
•

Ability to address California-specific challenges

•

Alignment to overarching vision

•

Ability to leverage existing California assets

50+ relevant intervention global case
studies across four aspirational goals
(including what’s working well in CA)

California relevance

Could the potential intervention deliver impact, and
looking ahead, could it scale across the state?
•

Ability to scale across regions or the state sustainably

•

Ability to positively impact cross-cutting focuses (e.g.,
regional parity, equity of opportunity)

Impact at
scale

Does the potential intervention require significant changes
or preparation?
•

Ease of implementation to be “near-term” (e.g.,
intervention builds on an existing program or
government can role-model best practices)

•

Difficulty of implementation to be “long-term”(e.g.,
intervention requires changes to infrastructure or
coordination across many stakeholders)

Potential prioritized
interventions to explore further

“Near-term”

“Long-term”
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LIFELONG LEARNING AND COACHING

1 We identified many interventions with the potential to address each
aspirational goal, a few seemed to match priorities

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Potential priority intervention

Lifelong skill development and coaching - potential California interventions1

Existing CA example

Similar examples1

Lifelong learning skills accounts: Establish worker-owned portable accounts that job seekers and workers can use for
pre-approved training and education that is right for them, regardless of their employment status or geographic
region over their lifetimes
Coaching Corps for adults: Give California career coaches the professional development and tech-enabled tools
needed to serve adult workers and job seekers in a dynamic labor market across California’s regions
Online community college: Expand and develop California’s statewide, online-only community college focused on
short, career-oriented certificates to benefit adults with unique needs for flexible learning
Micro-credentials for high demand skills: Partner with training providers to offer micro-credential programs based on
projected high-demand skills to accelerate upskilling and increase occupational mobility
11
Basic work preparedness services: Partner workforce centers with local communication skills and English language
providers to deliver services to job seekers in need. Improvement in these transferrable skills allows those Californians
to expand their training and job options (18% who say they do not speak English well)
Independent work training for unemployed: Partner with providers to connect and train unemployed for
independent work by developing digital and entrepreneurial skills. Adults in California can benefit from the flexibility
of independent work either as primary or supplementary source of income
Mid-career employment services: Encourage local workforce boards to adopt job training programs focused on
job search skills and resources (e.g., assessments and employer referrals). Californians can volunteer their existing
skills from past experience in return for services
Training units on wheels: Create training units that can travel statewide to regions in need for specific high-demand
occupations (e.g., Healthcare in Fresno) at no cost to employers and give adults a flexible, quality learning option
1 See appendix for details intervention prioritization and case studies
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EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

2 We identified many interventions with the potential to address each
aspirational goal, a few seemed to match priorities (1/2)

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Potential priority intervention

Employers unlock good job opportunities - potential California interventions1

Existing CA example

Similar examples1

Employers recruit and hire based on skills: Celebrate employers who hire based on skills and competencies. Publicly
highlight the advantages of skills-based hiring for employers and workers across regions, including a broader pool of
skilled talent, a more diverse workforce, lower recruiting costs, and improved retention rates
Employer created work-based learning programs: Support employers who partner with local community colleges to
develop curriculum, create internships and apprenticeships, and guarantee or prioritize job placement and salary.
This intervention includes employer led workforce training grants. For example, community colleges in Fresno could
partner with Healthcare employers to co-develop nursing pathways
Industry alignment on in-demand competencies: Engage employers and workforce boards to develop a set of
industry-led competencies that can be made public and build job seeker awareness of skills needed. For example,
IT skills can be codified by Californian employers to help them source talent locally
11
Employer-funded upskilling or training reimbursement: Recognize employers
who invest in upskilling of their current
workforce or provide tuition reimbursement for workers to build in-demand skills. For example, workers in
manufacturing or retail could upskill to higher wage managerial roles as well as parallel jobs that have a lower risk of
displacement (e.g., product design)
Employer sponsored career exploration: Celebrate employers who offer workplace visit explorations at their facilities
to change perceptions of 21st century jobs that do not require a four year degree

Region-based partnerships: Convene industry leaders in regions to build common training initiatives,
apprenticeships, and share best practices to re-engage local communities around local high-growth industries (e.g.,
Advanced Agriculture in Bakersfield)
Prepaid job training and support services: Facilitate partnerships for local employers and select community colleges
to prepay job training tuition for entry level workers and provide support services to close the forecasted supplydemand gaps (e.g., in Healthcare) in California
1 See appendix for details intervention prioritization and case studies
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EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

2 We identified many interventions with the potential to address each
aspirational goal, a few seemed to match priorities (2/2)

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Potential priority intervention

Employers unlock good job opportunities - potential California interventions1

Existing CA example

Similar examples1

Rebrand and expand apprenticeships: Partner with the Division of Apprenticeship Standards (DAS) to rebrand
apprenticeships as a desirable career path and increase opportunities in fast-growing sectors like Healthcare or IT

Technical skills job training: Partner local government leaders with employers and training providers to pinpoint the
skills needed for a career in a growing industry (e.g., education for digital careers) for that specific region

11 and within community colleges job postings
Virtual and remote work promotion: Encourage roles on local job boards
that are virtual or remote for job seekers and students who are not in major metropolitan areas (e.g., Visalia workers
could pursue virtual jobs at high-growth Silicon Valley companies)

Regional startup accelerators: Partner with investors and incubators to run entrepreneur centers and competitions to
leverage California’s access to technology and venture capital

(New) primary caregiver workforce reintegration: Celebrate employer-led and funded retraining courses and parttime guidance to ensure long term labor force participation for Californian mothers or primary caregivers so they
can have relevant skills to continue advancing their careers

1 See appendix for details intervention prioritization and case studies
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POST-SECONDARY TRAINING PROVIDERS

3 We identified many interventions with the potential to address each
aspirational goal, a few seemed to match priorities

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Potential priority intervention

Post-secondary training that prepares Californians - potential California interventions1

Existing CA example

Similar examples1

Increased transparency and impact metrics for post-secondary training: Announce standardized set of metrics for
publicly funded post-secondary training programs, encourage routine publishing, provide encouragement to high
performers (example metrics could include: job placement rates, employment rates and wages by degree)

Stackable credentials: Encourage community colleges to give students an alternative to full-time degree programs
by allowing them to acquire shorter term credentials with clear labor market value. Students could work while they
study and continue to build on their credentials to access more advanced jobs and potentially higher wages
Services for at risk students: Give one-time completion grants to select students who are within 1 year of graduation
but face financial hardships that may prevent completion. Alternatively, ensure wraparound services are provided
to at-risk students to improve lagging completion and remove barriers to pursuing education
11
Pathway to transfer for high demand coursework: Guarantee admission to 4 year institution (e.g., CSU, UC) from
community college, contingent on completion of select coursework (e.g., courses that lead to occupations in highgrowth industries)
Finals replaced with certification exam: Encourage select community college courses to allow students to take an
industry accepted certification exam in place their school’s final exam (e.g., systems administration or QuickBooks
certifications, industry-recognized nursing certification instead of finals)
Regional technical centers: Develop technical training centers in select regions to grow local technical skills and
diversify competencies. Trainings could be co-designed and delivered by employers and design partners (e.g.,
IDEO) with a clear focus on local needs
Online advising system: Partner with a leading Californian university (e.g., Stanford Design school) to design an
eAdvisor system for community colleges that supports students in selecting the right courses at the right time and
mapping remaining courses needed to transfer

1 See appendix for details intervention prioritization and case studies
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USER-FRIENDLY DATA AND TOOLS

4 We identified many interventions with the potential to address each
aspirational goal, a few seemed to match priorities

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Potential priority intervention

Existing data, tools, and platform initiatives across the US – potential California interventions
Data and analytics related efforts:
• Supply an open job dataset to researchers and programmers to develop tools and platforms
using data insights

Similar examples
VA

Open Data,
Open Jobs

• Provide educators with a platform to evaluate programs based on employment demand

CA

LaunchBoard

• Capture the skills learned by those who dropped out of community college early

CA

“Skill Builders”

• Require all training providers to report student data in order to operate in the state

NJ

ETPL legislation
(2001)

• Require all private vocational schools to report to the Workforce Training and Education

WA

Private
Vocational
Schools Act
(1986)

• Aggregate local, non-4 year degree training options and drive transparency for employment

CO

Skillful/
LinkedIn

• Provide a one-stop career and training resource that covers a wide range of traditional and

WA

Career Bridge

• Provide college-seeking students with information on measurable impact and ‘hot jobs’

TN, CO,
TX

Launch My
Career

Coordinating Board

11

Career search and matching tools:
outcomes, related jobs, and network of potential connections
alternative education and training options for the public
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USER-FRIENDLY DATA AND TOOLS

4 No state has perfected access to workforce data, but some
have promising examples of state-led initiatives
Promising practice

Middle skill
job platform?

Data transparency needs

CO

Mostly addressed

MN

Partially addressed

NJ

TN

Not addressed

WA

Is there a user-friendly platform for
middle-skill training and careers?
Is the necessary data centralized
on one platform?

Selected state platform for usage
comparison1

Is it used?

CA

Fully addressed

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

How many websites link to the
platform?

Salary
Surfer
15

College
in CO
23

Career Wise
166

NJTOPPS
0

TN
Reconnect
3

Career
Bridge
14

Is it well marketed2 / has strong
search engine optimization?

Best practice example: Washington Career Bridge has extensive marketing efforts to increase adoption
▪

Combination of radio broadcasts, TV advertisements and/or testimonials, and digital advertisements on local news
sites to spread the word out about Career Bridge

▪

At the start of the campaign, Career Bridge had <10K monthly visits; in 2017 they had 7M unique page views

1 Peer set selected based on breadth of information included and target audience; 2 Self-reported traffic data
SOURCE: National Skills Coalition, 2017
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Based on this filtering, we prioritized a few potential interventions across
each aspirational goal that the administration could further develop
Potential prioritized interventions1
1 Access training and
coaching for lifelong
skills development
2 CA employers unlock
good job opportunities
for current and future
workers

A

Co-fund a lifelong learning skills accounts

B

Launch a Governors Coaching Corps for adults

C

Strengthen and promote online community college

D• Celebrate large employers who invest in current and future workers

through a “Leeds-style” certification. Best practices include:
– Skills-based recruitment and hiring
– Employer created work-based learning programs
– Industry alignment on in-demand competencies
– Employer-funded upskilling or training reimbursement
– Employer-sponsored career exploration

3 Post-secondary
training programs
prepare for good jobs
in changing economy
4 User-friendly data and
technology tools help
make good decisions

E
F
G

Encourage transparency and impact metrics for post-secondary
training programs
Promote stackable credentials in post-secondary training
Expand support for at-risk students to increase program
competition

H• Partner with tech and design firms to increase access to usable

skills and outcome data to support career searching and
matching

1 List of interventions in Intervention details appendix
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To drive progress, the set of potential interventions could be combined
in a program addressing multiple elements of a skills-based ecosystem
More details in Intervention details appendix

Potential interventions are
mutually reinforcing and build
the skills-based ecosystem
needed for change, …
•

•

Improving data
infrastructure and usability
enable for other prioritized
interventions (e.g.,
transparent skills-based
data allows employers to
hire and train efficiently)
Potential coaching
interventions ensure job
seekers and workers have
the support needed to
succeed (e.g., individuals
have support to evaluate
when and where to
spend skills accounts
funds)

… leverage the best of
California’s assets and unique
qualities, …
•

•

Partner with global
technology, customer
experience and user
adoption leaders (e.g.,
longitudinal data system)
Tap into CA’s globally
renowned employers to
pioneer skills-based practices

•

Build on CA’s unique access
to Hollywood and social
media outlets to inspire, and
change mindsets

•

Leverage the government as
a large employers to build
momentum for reform

… and create good job
opportunities across
regions and circumstances
for Californians
Design potential pilots to
launch first:
•

In high-risk regions to
put areas of inequality
at the forefront (e.g.,
lifelong skills accounts,
coaching services)

•

For people in at-risk to
circumstances open
opportunities for all
Californians (e.g., workbased learning focused
on Californians with
lower levels of
educational attainment;
coaching services for
unemployed or
underemployed adults)
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Collectively, these interventions form a comprehensive portfolio aimed
at creating opportunities for all

Regional
parity

Equity of
opportunity

All
Californians

Existing challenges
• Economies in Bakersfield or
Fresno, that are outside of
major hubs (e.g., Bay Area, Los
Angeles) have fallen behind in
employment and wages
• Automation, left unmanaged,
could disproportionately
impact regional workers in lowand medium-skill occupations

Portfolio of potential prioritized interventions
• Pilots for potential interventions could be
designed to launch first in high-risk
regions (e.g., lifelong skills accounts,
high-touch individualized coaching)
• State as an employer role models skillsbased best practices to build
momentum in lagging regions
• Employers from economies outside of
major hubs are involved from start

• CA youths (26%), African
Americans (13%), and Hispanics
(8%) have disproportionately
high rates of unemployment

• CA’s new online community college is
affordable and accessible to all
populations, regardless of employment
status, income, or geography

• Minorities miss out on highwage opportunities over their
lifetimes (e.g., low graduation
rates, higher ed affordability
and capacity challenges)

• Services (e.g., coaching) provided for
at-risk students supports degree or
credential completion, job success

• Some in California are not
utilizing or developing skills to
prosper (e.g., California ranks
30th in unemployment, 47th in
underemployment, and 33rd for
labor force participation rate)

• Unemployed adults could access lifelong
skills accounts and coaching to identify
skills, explore careers, and access
training for good job opportunities

• Regional work-based learning programs
open opportunities for populations with
lower levels of educational attainment

• User-friendly, transparent data allows all
Californians to understand career
pathways and make informed decisions

Potential
prioritized
interventions
could be
coordinated with:
• Economic
development
(i.e., demandside of the
labor market)
to match
supply-side
interventions at
a regional level
• Fundamental
services like
transportation
and affordable
housing to
enable job
seekers and
workers to
pursue training
or good jobs
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The administration could set guiding principles to help determine
strategy, approach, and decision-making
•
•

Identify existing workforce programs that show evidence of early success

•
Reach
Californians in
need first

Launch pilots in struggling regions and/or communities to maximize impact for those
with the highest need, understanding progress may take time

•

Identify barriers to success early to understanding ability to scale (if pilots are
successful in high-need regions, they could scale easily to regions with more
resources)

Deploy state
funds
responsibly

•
•

Use public funding strategically to seed or accelerate momentum

Be data driven

•
•

Track outcomes and measure success using key metrics that are regularly updated

•

Use the state to role model best practices as both an employer and purchaser to
champion new norms, enlist stakeholder buy-in, and publicize available resources

•

Leverage California’s unique assets (e.g., Hollywood, social media) in branding and
storytelling to change perceptions about careers of the future, de-stigmatize alternate
paths to skills development, and promote the need for lifelong learning

Speed to
scale

Inspire
Californians

Identify where there is existing infrastructure that could allow for rapid scaling

11

Avoid initiatives that depend heavily on public funds to achieve sustainable success

Adopt agile mindset and stop initiatives that do not meet expectations

23

Refining Priority Interventions
For initiatives identified for further exploration, the team can explore the following
questions to help set priorities and plan for implementation
Baseline

Initial Scope

•

Are there best practices working in CA that are making an impact? What is working that
can be built upon and scaled?

•

Will the initiative launch statewide or prioritize specific circumstances or regions first?

•

What is the detailed design and timeline for roll-out? What coordination is required
across the workforce development ecosystem to be successful?

•

What key metrics will you use to measure impact?

•

How prescriptive will the administration be in order to encourage change (celebrate
best practices, model, incentivize, require, etc.)? What are potential starting points?

•

Are there existing funding streams that could be repurposed? Is there potential for
partnerships with philanthropies, employers, and communities?

•

Does this require an appropriation request of the legislature? If so, it is a one-time
expenditure or an ongoing line item?

•

Who will “own” and be accountable for the new initiative?

•

What other stakeholders & partners are necessary to ensure its success? How can
ongoing coordination be enabled?

•

What infrastructure is needed to succeed? (E.g., Is the necessary staffing in place?,
is the necessarily data available?)

Design

State’s Role

Funding

Governance

Infrastructure

24

LIFELONG LEARNING AND COACHING

1 Lifelong learning and coaching details: Set of design questions and
choices as next steps to consider
Potential prioritized
interventions
Lifelong learning skills
accounts:
Establish portable
worker-owned
accounts to be used
for preapproved
training and
education

Coaching Corps for
adults:
Provide professional
development tools to
coaches so they can
support job seekers
with career
exploration, and skill
development
Online community
college promotion:
Expand and develop
California’s statewide,
online-only
community college

Timing
Long-term

Link to future
state
Increases
flexibility for CA
adults to have
access to
training at any
timing they
choose

Design questions and trade-offs

• Scope: Which populations in which circumstances should

benefit from skills accounts first – those unemployed in Fresno
and Bakersfield (~120K), all of California’s unemployed (~2M),
or all Californians 18-64 years old (~25M)?

• Design: What providers accept skills accounts - providers in
one region, all public institutions, all training providers?

• Funding: Who will fund skills accounts - entirely by the state,

partially by philanthropies and employers? How large will skills
accounts be and what kind of market power will they have?

Near-term

Provides CA
adults better
coaching and
advising
support to
navigate
career
pathways

• Baseline: What’s working now that can be expanded to
scale existing coaching services?
11

• Scope: Who should receive coaching – select regions, all
unemployed individuals, or all Californians?

• Design: Who will supply and train coaches - the state,
private coaching partners, or public programs?

• Funding: Who will provide funding for training – state or a
collaboration with philanthropies and employers?

Near-term

Provides CA
adults flexibility
in affordable
training
programs for
high-demand
careers

• State’s role: How involved will the state be in encouraging
the online community college – celebrate it, fund
additional support services, encourage employers to
provide hands-on training?

• Governance: How will the administration coordinate
among many stakeholders?
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EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

2 Employers unlock opportunities details: Set of design questions and
choices as next steps to consider for a skills-based certification
Potential prioritized interventions
Employers recruit and hire based
on skills: Celebrate employers
who hire based on skills and
competencies
Employer created work-based
learning programs:
Partner employers with local CCs
to develop curriculum (long-term),
create apprenticeships (nearterm), and prioritize job
placement
Industry alignment on in-demand
competencies:
Convene employers to develop
industry-led competencies and
share publicly
Employer-funded upskilling or
training reimbursement:
Celebrate employers who invest in
upskilling current employees or
offer tuition reimbursement
Employer sponsored career
exploration for local communities:
Celebrate employers who offer
workplace exploration at their
facilities

Timing
Near-term

Long-term

11Near-term

Near-term

Near-term

Link to future state
Increases skills-based
hiring practices and
spreads understanding of
in-demand skills

Design choices and tradeoffs to
implement a skills-based
certification that encompasses
multiple interventions

Increases work-based
learning programs for
current and potential
workers

• Baseline: Which employers

Increases transparency of
in-demand skills and
competencies for training
providers to develop
relevant curriculum
Increases employer’s
financial and skilldevelopment investment
in current and potential
workers
Builds connections
between local employers
and residents

(across regions) are best
practice models?

• Scope: How many

employers is an ambitious
target - ~10 employers
with 1,000+ workers in
Fresno, ~1,000
11 employers
with 1,000+ workers across
CA, 53 Fortune 500
employers in CA?

• Design: What initiatives

and metrics are part of the
skills-based certification?

• State’s role: How

prescriptive does the state
want? Are there more
forceful levers to deploy to
change employer
behavior?
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POST-SECONDARY TRAINING PROVIDERS

3 Post-secondary training provider details: Set of design questions and
choices as next steps to consider
Potential prioritized
interventions
Transparent and
outcome-based
metrics for postsecondary training:
Announce
standardized metrics,
routinely publish
metrics, encourage
high performers

Timing
Long-term

Link to future
state

Design questions and trade-offs

Increases
•
accountability
for training
•
providers,
increases
transparency
for job-seekers, •
students and
employers

Baseline: What training providers have gaps in transparent
outcome-based metrics today?
Scope: Which training providers should share metrics - 3
community colleges in Fresno, all 115 California community
colleges, or all ~350 public and private non-profit colleges?
Design: What metrics should be tracked? How will this
information be made public - in one central location, on every
provider’s website, through an existing platform?

• State’s role: Should the state endorse/champion institutions
doing this, provide financial incentives, or mandate this?

Stackable
credentials:
Encourage
community colleges
to offer short-term
credential programs
Services for at-risk
students:
Provide wraparound
services or give onetime completion
grants to select
students who face
financial hardships

Long-term

Near-term

Improves time
efficiency for
skill
development
for job seekers
and workers

11
• Scope:
Which student populations should benefit - ~44K

Reduces
barriers to
degree
completion

• Baseline: What services are working best for at-risk students

community college students in Fresno, students willing to enter
high-growth sectors such as Healthcare?

• State’s role: How will the state encourage this behavior

change - celebrate institutions, tie financial incentives to this
initiative, or mandate this?

across regions today?

• Scope: Which students should be targeted – e.g. students in
Fresno within 1 year of graduating with in-demand degrees,
students at public institutions?

• Funding: Who will fund these grants - entirely by the state,
partially by philanthropies and employers?
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USER-FRIENDLY DATA AND TOOLS

4 User-friendly data and tools: Set of design questions and choices as
next steps to consider
Design questions and trade-offs

•

Design:

– For roll-out, how much data will be available (e.g., minimum viable product) and for people

in which circumstances (e.g., skills, job, and performance data only in Fresno, all of California,
across all occupations across all sectors)?

– Who are the priority end-user(s) in the near-term (e.g., coaches, institution leaders, or workers
and job seekers)?

– How will the state ensure the database is user-friendly (e.g., user-testing) at launch and in the
future with clear high value use-cases?

11

– How will we ensure data is deidentified, and protected from cyber threats?
– Should the state work with a leading tech or design partner and in what capacity (e.g., endto-end solution management vs. specific modules)?

•

Baseline: Are there any existing California platforms to build from or will this solution require new
infrastructure? What are the current limitations? What is working well?

•

Funding: How will the data system be funded and what maintenance is required after full rollout?

•

State’s role: What combination of endorsing, role modeling, incentivizing, and mandating should
the state engage?

•

Infrastructure: What currently exists to support a comprehensive data system?
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